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Figure 2. CGI data / regions for 1.0% KHI-A for C1+C3+GC with CI. The CI 

results in s-I & s-II formation. s-II shows typical ‘slow dissociation’ behaviour 

outside s-II phase boundary, with history / hydrates now readily preserved. KHI 

performance is also improved due to KHI-CI synergism

Figure 3. CGI region DTs for 1.0% KHIs A & B w/wo 2000 ppm CI for 

C1+C3+GC. DT from s-II gas only (DTs-II,G), with effect of GC shown (s-IIGC). For 

KHI-A wo. CI, complete s-II inhibition can cause unseeded systems and

misleadingly high apparent performance (‘CIR?’). In addition to encouraging s-II 

hydrates, so seeding / data repeatability, the CI enhances CGI inhibition 

Figure 4. CGI region DTs for 0.5% KHIs A, B & C for C1+C3 and NG systems, 

both with GC & 1500 ppm CI, plotted as DT from s-I gas only boundary (DTs-I, 

G). CGI region boundaries often related via DT to s-I, as illustrated for common 

CIR at DTs-I = ~4 °C. KHI-B stands out as having very high performance with 

NG compared to C1-C3.

KHIs B & C not subject to ‘history’ issue: s-II forms readily

• Unaffected by CI = generic CI-KHI compatibility

With respect to hydrate structure:

• Failure commonly related to s-I boundaries

• KHIs A, B & C all show similar CIR performance relative to C1,s-I

boundary for C1+C3

• But KHI B much better for NG, relative to both NGs-I & C1,s-I

• In NGs multiple hydrate phases form…

• Are KHI A & C more susceptible to these than KHI B?
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Region Full Region Name Typical Hydrate Growth Rates Previous* 

CIR Complete Inhibition Region# 0.00 %/hr CIR 
SGR (VS) Slow Growth Region (very slow) 0.01 (< 0.05 %/hr)  RGR(VS) 
SGR (S) Slow Growth Region (slow) 0.1 (≥ 0.05 to < 0.5 %/hr) RGR(S) 
SGR (M) Slow Growth Region (moderate) 1 (≥ 0.5 to < 5 %/hr) RGR(M) 
RGR Rapid Growth Region 10 (≥ 5 %/hr) RFR 

LFF Low Fraction Failure 10 (≥ 5 %/hr) LFF 
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Introduction
Historically, KHIs tested by:

• Nucleation induction / hold times (ti)

• But stochastic / poorly repeatable

• Operator concerns…’top of line hydrates’

CGI methods increasingly popular

• Crystal growth inhibition

• KHIs evaluated under worst-case scenario

• Hydrate and/or nuclei present = post-nucleation

Table 1. CGI region nomenclature & typical hydrate growth rates (% aqueous 

converted to hydrate per hour under well mixed conditions) 

*Previous terminology. #For CIR & SGR(VS), standard 24 hr rule applies, i.e. at least 24 hr of CIR or VS inhibition was 

observed for seeded systems (up to 2% water as hydrate). Low fraction failure (LFF) is where the KHI was very sensitive to 

hydrate fraction, e.g. might show initial VS/S, potentially for extended time periods (hours), but with this suddenly changing 

to rapid growth within the standard 24 hr period, and at very low hydrate fractions (e.g.  ~2% water converted).

Hydrate structure important to KHI performance:

• Leaner s-I forming natural gases (NGs) more challenging

• Failure in s-II NGs result of s-I at higher DT

We present results of detailed CGI studies of:

• 3 commercial KHIs (A, B & C)

• Generic s-II/s-I 98% C1 / 2% C3 mix and multi-structure NG

• 25% water cut (WC) with real gas condensate (GC)

• With (both gases) / without (C1 / C3 gas) corrosion inhibitor (CI)

• Using high pressure stirred autoclaves (300 ml)

Results & Conclusions

In support of hydrate structure playing a key role:

• High consistency in CGI region DTs vs s-I boundaries

• Supports s-I growth as cause of ‘failure’

C1-C3 results support hypothesis: KHI-A completely inhibits s-II with

failure to s-I:

• No s-II hydrates / ‘history’ (relic structures / nuclei)

• PT had to be kept close to s-I boundary (as opposed to s-II), to

keep (s-I) hydrates / history

• If not, performance on re-cooling was misleading high / poorly

reproducible as history lost

• Important implications for testing & field use

Presence of CI stopped this:

• Encouraged s-II growth & history preservation

• Consistent with CI-hydrate interaction, CI positive for KHI-A

Figure 1. CGI method data / regions for 1.0% KHI-A in the C1+C3+GC wo. CI. 

s-II hydrates completely inhibited. Only s-I forms, dissociating at s-I boundary. If 

T goes outside s-I region, hydrates / ‘history’ lost, meaning on re-cooling, 

performance appears misleadingly high (s-II ‘history!’ runs). When s-I hydrates 

are preserved inside s-I region, CGI behaviour is repeatable
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